
 
Instructions for Playing Buy-A-Feature  

 
Welcome to Buy-A-Feature, an Innovation Game brought to you by DFW Scrum 
and Enthiosys.  This brief document will introduce you to our Buy-A-Feature 
game, and provide you with a few tips to make the most of your experience. We 
hope you’ll agree that this is a fun game about feature prioritization.   
 
Goal: The goal of this game is to purchase the features you feel will result 
in the best possible production of “How the Grinch Stole Christmas – The 
Musical,” a theme selected by Gary McCants.  
 
Through the process of purchasing features, the “producers of the musical” will 
be able to more accurately prioritize production features that bring the most value 
to attendees, such as you.   
 
At the start of the game, you’ll be allocated a certain amount of Production 
Dollars to invest in various features.  It’s very possible that you may not have 
enough Production Dollars to purchase all the features you want.  The assigned 
cost relates to the expected cost of each feature.  In order to maximize the 
number of features purchased, you will need to collaborate with other players to 
combine your Production Dollars and purchase features.   
 
Review Features and Costs 
When the game starts, you will enter into the game lobby. As every six players 
arrive, they will enter a game area.  (See the screen shot on the next page for a 
sample game screen.)  On the far left side of the screen, you will see the various 
features available.  Holding your mouse over a feature will bring up a brief 
description of it. For information on each feature, click the “Printable Feature List” 
button above the game grid. 
 
Entering a Price 
When you see a feature that you would like to purchase, simply click the 
appropriate yellow cell under your name and enter the amount of Production 
Dollars you would like to invest.  Don’t worry, if you decide something else would 
be a better use of your Production Dollars, you can always change your 
investment level (or remove it completely) later.  You can also monitor how much 
the other players are investing by watching their respective rows and columns.   
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Collaborating 
Now for the fun part.  There is a chat window on the right side of the screen that 
you can use to communicate with other players, both publically and in private. 
Sending a public message to other players is called “Chatting,” and sending a 
private message to a player(s) is called “Whispering.”  If there is a feature that 
you like, but can’t (or don’t want to) pay the whole price yourself, you are 
encouraged to chat with other players to encourage them to invest in it along with 
you.  You could even negotiate a deal where you collaborate to purchase several 
features that benefit everyone!  Many players find that this is a great way to 
extend their purchasing power. 
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The “Price” column shows the 
cost of each feature.  This is the 
total amount of Development 
Dollars that must be invested 
from one or multiple players in 
order to purchase the feature.   

The “Budget” column shows the 
remaining Development Dollars 
needed to purchase a feature.  
 



Stopping Play 
Once you have purchased the features you think are best, and would like to stop 
the game, simply click the “Stop Buying” button, and your selections will be 
finalized.  Please note that, once you click and confirm that you would like to 
stop, the game will be over for you.  You will not be able to change your 
selections or return. 
 
Thank you for playing Buy-A-Feature.  We greatly appreciate your participation 
and input in this event, which is intended to be a fun collaboration exercise and a 
chance for you to experience an Innovation Game.  Should you have any 
problems getting online, or if you are unclear about some aspect of the game, 
please don’t hesitate to contact me at jtanner@enthiosys.com.  
 
 
 
If you choose to register at www.innovationgames.com, you can play unlimited 
public games for free. Results of public games are visible and searchable on the 
web site. In appreciation for your participation in the DFW Scrum, you are eligible 
to receive 20 free game tokens for private games, which are not searchable or 
viewable except by you. To request your free tokens, register and send an e-mail 
to jtanner@enthiosys.com with the subject line “I played the DFW Scrum 
Innovation Game.” 


